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Abstract—Background: The fix-cache approach to regression test selection was proposed to identify the most fault-prone files and corresponding test cases through analysis of fixed defect reports. Aim: The study aims at evaluating the efficiency of this approach, compared to the previous regression test selection strategy in a major corporation, developing embedded systems. Method: We launched a post-hoc case study applying the fix-cache selection method during six iterations of development of a multi-million LOC product. The test case execution was monitored through the test management and defect reporting systems of the company. Results: From the observations, we conclude that the fix-cache method is more efficient in four iterations. The difference is statistically significant at $\alpha = 0.05$. Conclusions: The new method is significantly more efficient in our case study. The study will be replicated in an environment with better control of the test execution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Regression testing is a resource consuming activity in software development. This is particularly true for iterative development approaches, where features are added to existing software in an iterative fashion. Regression testing is performed to ensure that previously functioning software is not corrupted by the changes. Studies indicate that 80% of testing cost is regression testing and more than 50% of software maintenance cost is related to testing [3].

Several techniques for regression test selection are proposed and evaluated. Engström et al. recently reviewed the literature in the field [4] and concluded that most of the proposed regression test selection techniques are not feasible to scale up to testing of large complex real time systems. Industry practice on regression testing is mostly based on experience alone, and not on systematic approaches. There is an urgent need to decrease regression testing cost and increase test efficiency in industry.

A pragmatic approach to regression testing is proposed by Wikstrand et al. [12]. The basic idea is to link test cases to source files based on information from the test management and defect reporting systems. Test cases are then prioritized with respect to how fault prone their linked files are, if changed. A cache, as proposed by Kim et al. [7], is used to monitor which files are fault-prone and fixed in recent iterations. The fault prediction effectiveness of the fix-cache method has been shown to be good [12]. However, the efficiency of the regression testing based on these recommendations has not been evaluated earlier.

In this paper we report on the first empirical evaluation of test suite efficiency of the fix-cache method. In an industrial setting we compare the efficiency between the traditional manually selected test suites and the test suites recommended by the fix-cache tool. Our results indicate that the tool based selection generates more efficient test suites.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section II we briefly present the regression test selection method under study as well as related work. Section III presents the design and execution of the evaluation case study. In Section IV we analyze the validity of the study and we discuss the results and future work in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The regression test selection algorithm being evaluated in this paper was first described by Wikstrand et al. [12]. The algorithm is based on three processes: identifying fault prone source files, linking test cases to source files, and recommending test cases. The company where the study was performed, has a defect report management system, where affected files are recorded when a defect report is closed. This was crucial to the effectiveness of the described algorithm. The three processes are described below.

a) Identifying fault prone files: When defect reports are closed, the corresponding updated files are marked as hits in a fix-cache as proposed by Kim et al. [7]. As recommended in the original paper, the cache size was fixed at 20% of the total number of files. To maintain the size, files were removed from the cache using a least recently used logic.

b) Linking test cases: Also when defect reports are closed, they are traced back to the originating system test case (if any) and marked correspondingly. The test case is thus linked through the closed defect reports to the files which were changed as a result of the fault that was detected when the test case failed.

c) Recommending test cases: When a new test campaign is about to be conducted, the changes on a file level to the product, compared to the previous test iteration, are obtained from the source management system. If a file is both in the fix-cache and has one or more linked test cases, the linked
test cases are recommended for execution. References to the linking defect reports are given as a rationale to aid the test leader in deciding whether to follow the recommendation.

Wikstrand et al. reported on the precision of the fix-cache. The hit rate, i.e. the number of files with fixes which were already in the cache, of the cache on a week-by-week basis was found to be 50-80% [12], less than the 73-95% reported by Kim et al. [7], although in the same magnitude.

Sheriff et al. [11] published a study on a similar approach, although with a focus on clusters of files that tend to be changed together. They evaluated the test case selection and found that the methodology proposed test cases, additional to those based on pure file changes, in 50% of the cases. However, it is not clear from the evaluation whether these test cases actually found more faults or not.

Engström et al. published a comprehensive systematic review of all empirical evaluations of regression test selection techniques [4]. They conclude that only 4 out of 15 case studies are conducted in a large scale context, i.e. larger than 100 000 LOC, and no more than 1 out of 21 experiments is conducted on large scale artifacts. Software size is not the only criterion for making a study realistic, but the observation calls for more industry evaluations of regression test methods.

Several studies investigate relationships between fault-proneness and various software metrics, among those lines of code is the most straightforward and most investigated [2]. However, the relation is shown to be logarithmic [8], indicating that smaller classes cause relatively more problems than larger ones. In this study, we only use the characteristic of observed fault proneness as a predictor for future fault proneness.

III. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

A. Research question and method

The aim of the study was primarily to evaluate the efficiency of the fix-cache approach to regression test selection, compared to the previously used regression test selection strategy in a major corporation, developing embedded systems. We refer to efficiency as the number of found faults per selected test case. Our research question is hence:

- Is the fix-cache regression test selection method more efficient than the previously applied experience-based method?

Methods for empirical evaluations include experiments [13] and case studies [10]. Studies of real industrial size are hard to conduct with the level of control required for a formal experiment. Case studies are less controlled, but offer on the other hand a broader spectrum of data to observe. For our evaluation, we have chosen to conduct a case study, in which the data collection and analysis is mostly post hoc.

B. Case study setting and results

The case under study is a development project at ST-Ericsson in Lund, Sweden. ST-Ericsson develops platform software and hardware designs for embedded mobile devices. The part of the product under study comprises several million lines of code. It is developed at multiple sites across three continents.

Each week, new increments and fault fixes to a number of the modules in the product are delivered to the main development branch for system and regression testing. In this study, the focus has been on regression test cases from a limited area of system test. The test area in question is representative of the product and tests a cross section of modules and requirements, but we are not able to report any more details about the selected modules for confidentiality reasons.

The fix-cache regression test selection approach was applied during six iterations of regression testing. A list of recommended test cases, based on the method, was delivered to the test department and later followed up by monitoring the test management and defect management databases. Due to lack of control in the case study, not all recommended test cases were executed. We discuss the implications of this in Section III-C. The actual number of test cases selected and executed are presented in Table I, as is the total number of executed test cases, based on the ordinary selection method, which mainly is based on fixed test case priorities and test planning heuristics.

We evaluated the fault detection efficiency, defined as:

\[
\text{Eff}_{det} = \frac{\# \text{ faults found}}{\# \text{ test cases executed}}
\]

The efficiency for each of the six iterations is reported in Figure 1. Since only one test case was selected in iteration...
TABLE III
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS USING EFFICIENCY DATA FOR THE DIFFERENT APPROACHES OVER ITERATIONS 1-6, COUNTING ITERATION 4 AS AN OUTLIER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eff_worst_case</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eff_best_case</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eff_as_TXTC</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eff_as_XRTC</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eff_TXTC</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4, we consider this iteration being an outlier and it is hence excluded from the subsequent analysis. There are probably factors out of the study control that confuse the picture, since the efficiency of the experience-based method is 0.30 for iteration 4, compared to 0.12-0.18 for the other iterations (see Table III last row).

The underlying data on selected number of test cases and failed tests are reported in Tables I and II respectively. We analyzed the difference between the efficiency of the two approaches using a t-test. There is a significant difference between the two at a 5% significance level ($t = -3.7033$, $df = 4.629$, $p = 0.01602$).

C. Sensitivity analysis

Since all the recommended test cases were not executed, as reported in Table I, there is a major threat to the validity of the study that the results are an effect of the properties of the executed set of test cases, rather than the test selection method as such. In order to validate the results, we conducted a sensitivity analysis, calculating theoretical boundaries for the efficiency.

For the sensitivity analysis, the set of Recommended Test Cases are denoted RTC in Figure 2. The Total number of eXecuted Test Cases (TXTC) does not cover all RTC, and hence only the eXecuted share of the Recommended Test Cases (XRTC) subset of RTC is executed. We draw our main conclusions based on XRTC only as we do not know the properties of the set of non-eXecuted share of the Recommended Test Cases (nXRTC).

The worst case, i.e. with the lowest efficiency, would be if the test cases of nXRTC all would pass. The best efficiency case would be if all nXRTC fail, although this is not a realistic case. Two further alternative scenarios are a) if the nXRTC are as efficient as the TXTC subset, and b) if the nXRTC are as efficient as the XRTC subset. In the latter case, the RTC efficiency would be exactly the same as the XRTC efficiency, reported above.

These four alternative scenarios are presented in Figure 3 and the data is tabulated in Table III, using the previously used approach as a reference (eff_TXTC). The worst case is not significantly better than the traditional approach ($t = -0.5393$, $df = 5.246$, $p = 0.6118$) while the other two approaches are (eff_best case: $t = -8.3817$, $df = 4.483$, $p = 0.0006645$; eff_as_TXTC: $t = -2.7125$, $df = 5.661$, $p = 0.0371$).

We conclude from the scenario analysis that the efficiency of the fix-cache test case selection method is not due to the incomplete execution of test cases, but the inherent properties of the method itself.

D. Checking assumptions

The fix-cache selection method is based on assumptions concerning fault churn and fault location. We checked whether these are fulfilled in the studied environment, although with different data sets than the above study.

Fault churn: The fix-cache algorithm is based on the assumption that the faults are not evenly distributed over software modules, and that this distribution is changing over time i.e. there is a fault churn. A Pareto-like distribution of faults over modules is statically identified in several studies, e.g. [1], [5], while the dynamic behavior is not studied before, i.e. whether different modules are fault-prone at different occasions.

The assumption was tested by studying post-hoc which modules would have been included in the fix-cache, based on comparing the most fault prone modules in two time periods.
Among modules with at least one fix, the top 20% with the most fixes were selected in each of a three-month period. The share of modules common to the top 20% in the two periods was 66%. A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on all modules with fixes, with the number of fixes in each of the three-month periods as the dependent variable. The test indicated that the fault distributions were different in the two time periods \( (p < .003) \), hence the assumption is supported.

**Fault location:** The other basic assumption is that test cases find faults in the same fault location, which sets the upper limit for the method’s effectiveness. To test this assumption, we analyzed whether test cases, which have failed more than once, lead to fixes in the same modules.

We observed a small number of test cases where fails lead to more than one defect report, causing fixes in the software. 27% of these test cases lead to fixes in the same modules, while the remaining 73% of the test cases lead to fixes in different modules each time. We consider the assumption weakly supported by the studied test cases.

### IV. Threats to Validity

We analyze threats to the validity of the study and report countermeasures taken to reduce them. The definitions follow Wohlin *et al.* [13].

Conclusion validity is concerned with the statistical analyses underpinning the conclusions. The statistical analyses use the robust t-test and in the checking of assumptions, ANOVA. In the sensitivity analysis, we repeat the t-test for each variant, but towards the same reference. Hence, the error rate problem is not apparent.

Internal validity is about the risk for other factors impacting on the relation between what is manipulated and the outcome. The limitation here is that the original set of test cases as well as the small share of selected test cases may not be representative. However, the sensitivity analysis indicates that the conclusions are robust.

Construct validity is concerned with the alignment between what is measured and what is the underlying construct. The test case efficiency measure is only one view of a good regression test selection procedure. The overall defect detection effectiveness is even more important, i.e. the share of defects detected by different test case selection methods. The available data in this case did not allow us to perform such an analysis. Two assumptions for the method was analyzed in Section III-D and found supported and weakly supported, respectively, although on a small number of test cases.

External validity is related to generalizability of the results. We have no indications that this environment is unique, but the method should of course be evaluated and tailored to other environments before launching it widely. Its underlying assumptions of Pareto distributed faults is verified by other research, e.g. [1], [5], [6] but the dynamic variation over time is not verified in those studies.

### V. Discussion and Future Work

The fix-cache regression test selection technique is a simple, but apparently efficient technique for test case selection. It makes use of information that already is collected and stored in different databases. Setting it into use involves mainly connecting these databases together.

Our empirical evaluation indicates that the technique is more efficient than the previously used technique. The set of test cases that were selected and executed found significantly more defects per test case than the previously used approach did.

Still, there are many questions remaining open. One major question is whether the defect detection effectiveness is better as well. The technique selected a small set of test cases, so the number of faults found is very small compared to the number selected by the manual method.

The size of the cache is a factor that impacts on the number of selected test cases. Future evaluations include varying the cache size, and evaluating the efficiency for various sizes of the cache. They should also include data collection to enable analysis of effectiveness measures such as precision and inclusiveness [9]. Other pragmatic strategies, such as random selection of a given percentage should also be applied as a reference.

Replications in other companies and settings are also encouraged to increase the knowledge of the fix-cache regression test selection method.
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